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PREFACE

This thirteenth issue of the Kroeber Socioty Papers opens with an
article by Robert F. Heizer, of the University of California faculty, wh'W
is well known to readers of this publication. In his paper, ho presents
a convincing survoy of mn' s impact on his natural environment, He thus
places before our readers a valuable introduction to the field of human
ecology, which has only rocently begun to receive fron anthropologists tho
attention it deserves.

A large portion of this issue is devoted to the fiold of nesolithic
Europe. In his paper on the Finnish Mesolithic, Pertti J. Pelto nakes
available to Enrglish readers for the first tine some of tho results of
decades of Finnish archaoology, until now available only in the, original
Finnish sources. Of larger scope is the analysis by Robert J. Squior of
the available evidenco on the racial composition of nesolithic Europe.
His critical presentation of the data, and of the major interpretations
to which these data have beon subjected, is a rare unified troatment of
an important period for which materials are widely scattered and specula-
tions too often based on too little concrote evidence. The authors of
both of our papers on the Mesolithic are graduato students at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley.

Chester S. Chard is failiar to readors of the Kroeber Society Papors
for his series on northeast Asian racial types. In this issue, he again
makes available inaccessible Russian naterial,Ahis tine on the races of
the Amur-Sakhalin area. W. E. H. Stanner, of the faculty of the Australian
National University, at Canberra, presented to the Departnental Seminar at
Berkeley the menorial locture on A. R. Radcliffe-Brown which concludes this
issue. We feel it gives a valuable personal content to our knowledge of an
outstanding British anthropologist, as well as presenting to our Anorican
audience an Australian' s assessment of his contributions.

The Kroeber Society takes this opportunity to announce to its readers
a new venture in publication, to begin in a forthcoming issue. It is gen-
orally recognized that the field of anthropology has advanced to the point
where nuch of the valuable research now being done fails to cone to the
attention of those who would find it of most valuc. The nost salient ox-
ample of this situation is the inability of anthropologists to obtain infor-
uation readily on unpublished thosos in their fields of interest. In an
attempt to alleviato this situation, the Kroober Society has decided to
Publish titlos of theses in anthropology writton for the M. A. and Ph. D.
d.egrees in the United States, begimirne with the next issue. The Society
bs already begun contacting Departnents of Ainthropology for this purpose.
Our list will include abstracts of theses writton at the University of
alifornia, Berkeley. Our decision to include abstracts for our own Uni-
versity alone is not partisan; rathor we feel that the limitations of our
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small organization prevent the ideal solution, in which abstracts of all
theses would bo published. We wish, thorefore, to encourage other anthro-
pological journals to consider the publication of abstracts of thoses fra
other institutions, and we do this by setting a procedont which we sincoro-
ly hope will bo followed by others.

Mildred Dickenan
Octavio Raoano
Editor
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